Abstract-Due to intermittent connectivity and uncertain node mobility, opportunistic message forwarding algorithms have been widely adopted in delay tolerant networks (DTNs). While existing work proposes practical forwarding algorithms in terms of increasing the delivery rate and decreasing data overhead, little attention has been drawn to the control overhead induced by the algorithms. The control overhead could, however, make the forwarding algorithms infeasible when the network size scales. In this paper, we are interested in increasing scalability by reducing control overhead, while retaining the state-of-the-art forwarding performances. The basic idea is to use locality-sensitive hashing to map each node as a hash-code, and use these hash-codes to compute the pair-wise similarity that guides the forwarding decisions. The proposed SOFA algorithms have reduced control overhead and competitive forwarding performance, which are verified by extensive real trace-driven simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [1] are sparse mobile networks, where connectivity amongst the nodes is intermittent. A contemporarily connected source-destination path may not exist between any pair of source and destination nodes at any time. Designing forwarding (routing) algorithms in DTNs is challenging, since traditional connection-based routing is not applicable, and messages need to be delivered in a store-carryforward paradigm. Examples of DTNs include mobile social software [2] , pocket switch networks [3] , vehicle and pedestrian networks [4] , low duty cycle sensor networks [5] , deep space satellite networks, underwater acoustic buoy networks, and many dedicated networks for developing regions.
Due to uncertainty in node mobility, a multi-copy opportunistic scheme is usually adopted: each DTN node opportunistically spawns copies, while identical copies are simultaneously kept by multiple nodes [4] , [6] . The message is delivered if one of these nodes encounters the destination. In these algorithms, the two contradictory objectives are: 1) High forwarding performance. Forwarding algorithms seek to improve the percentage of generated messages being sent to their destinations within their time-to-lives. Different forwarding metrics are proposed, e.g., the frequency that each node encounters the destination, to select forwarding nodes.
2) Low overhead. DTN nodes are typically powerconstrained devices. Power is consumed when a forwarding algorithm computes forwarding decisions, and stores and forwards messages. Algorithms that make thrifty forwarding decisions and that require low computation and storage complexity are desired.
An enormous amount of research work has been devoted to opportunistic forwarding algorithms, e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , which reduces data overhead, in terms the average number of copies (or forwarding times) per message, while retaining a high routing performance, in terms of delivery rate or delay. However, methods used to combat the control overhead are rarely discussed in the literature, due to the intuition that data overhead always dominates.
As illustrated by the comparison between the two types of overhead in Figure 1 , the overhead of control messages is significant and should not be overlooked. For example, assume that 10 copies of a 1KB data message are spawned to 10 forwarding nodes. Each of these nodes encounters 1,000 other nodes during the time-to-live of the message. The forwarding algorithm is required to obtain a 4 bytes contact frequency from each encountered node. Then, the per message data overhead is only 10KB in total, but the per message control overhead, in terms of the contact frequencies exchanged alone, is 40KB! In this paper, we take the first step in making DTN opportunistic forwarding algorithms more scalable through reducing the control overhead, while retaining competitive forwarding performances. Specifically, we are interested in reducing the control overhead by compressing the amount of routing information exchanged among the nodes. We make the following efforts to realize this goal: 1) We propose using locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to generate a hash-code for each node, such that the pair-wise similarities can be computed among these hash-codes.
2) We investigate different ways to generate LSH hashcodes, assuming different levels of knowledge about the network, from global to strictly local.
3) We address several practical implementation issues related to the forwarding algorithms that use LSH hash-codes.
4)
We conduct an extensive simulation study with multiple contact traces to evaluate the feasibility and necessity of the proposed SOFA forwarding algorithms.
We will first review some preliminaries on DTN opportunistic forwarding algorithms and LSH algorithms in Section II. Then, in Sections III and IV, the proposed scalable opportunistic forwarding algorithm (SOFA) will be presented, and different LSH algorithms that preserve pair-wise similarity as well as several related implementation issues will be discussed. Lastly, extensive simulations and their results will be presented and analyzed in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. DTN opportunistic forwarding algorithms
Opportunistic forwarding is usually applied in power constrained DTNs with nondeterministic node mobility. Floodingbased algorithms [17] have large data forwarding overheads. Opportunistic forwarding algorithms try to forward messages to a small set of nodes with high delivery potential. In multi-copy forwarding schemes, identical copies of the same message are simultaneously kept by multiple nodes to combat the uncertain mobility.
As an example, in the delegation forwarding [18] algorithm, message copies are only allowed to be forwarded from a node of a lower forwarding quality to a node with a higher quality, as to avoid data overhead. To further reduce data overhead, once a forwarding node has forwarded a copy to another node of a higher forwarding quality, say q, it will increase its threshold for the future forwardings to q. The general concept of forwarding quality can be instantiated as any forwarding metric, such as contact frequency [7] .
B. Similarity metrics
Forwarding metrics can be generalized as similarity metrics, e.g., the similarity between a node and the destination. Similarities can be divided into two categories: pair-wise similarity and social similarity. A pair-wise similarity describes the relationship between a pair of nodes, such as encounter frequency [7] , time elapsed since last encounter [4] , [19] , and boolean pair-wise similarity [11] . A social similarity describes one or more well-defined social features of a node, such as social betweenness [11] , community label [12] , centrality rank [12] , geometric similarity [13] , location similarity [14] , and vectorized features [20] .
For message forwarding algorithms, pair-wise similarity metrics are more direct and precise, but they are more expensive to maintain. For instance, an encounter frequency-based forwarding algorithm may need to store and exchange a full vector of encounter frequencies of the current node and the other nodes proactively or reactively. On the other hand, social similarity metrics usually rely on centralized computation and distribution, which might not always available. Moreover, they relay on the assumption of correlated interaction [12] . In sociology, the idea of correlated interaction is that a node of a given community is more likely to interact with another node within the same community than with a randomly chosen node.
Since DTNs and their applications display a wide range of characteristics, there is no single best similarity metric for all DTNs or application scenarios. Our similarity metrics, i.e., the hash-codes, generated by the proposed LSH algorithms essentially belong to social similarity metrics, and inherit their characteristics. However, the proposed LSH algorithms can use any vectorized pair-wise similarity and social similarity metric as their inputs, and a centralized computation is optional. For instance, we will use a node's vector of encounter frequencies with all other nodes as the per-node input to our algorithm. Encounter frequencies is widely used in literature and they can be easily summarized in various trace data.
C. Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)
LSH is a class of dimensionality reduction techniques, which maps high-dimensional vectors to small-sized hashcodes. A property of LSH is that similar input vectors have similar or identical hash-codes, which is atypical of hashfunctions. Consider two vectors that differ in a single element. Cryptographic hash-functions, such as SHA-1 and MD5, will hash these two vectors into two completely different hashvalues. However, LSH will hash them into similar or identical hash-values. LSH has been widely applied in nearest neighbor search, near-duplicate detection, hierarchical clustering, etc.
As an example, the random projection [21] method of LSH chooses k random hyperplanes r i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) at the outset, and uses them to compute the hash-code of each input vector v. The i-th bit in the hash-code of v depends on the sign of v · r i , which in turn depends on which side of the hyperplane r i vector v lies. For two vectors v 1 and v 2 , the probability that they lie on the same side of a hyperplane r i equals 1− is closely related to cos(θ(v 1 , v 2 )). When k is large enough, the percentage of common 1s in the hash-codes of v 1 and v 2 provides a good estimation of cos(θ(v 1 , v 2 )), which can be used to measure the similarity between v 1 and v 2 .
III. SCALABLE OPPORTUNISTIC FORWARDING ALGORITHM (SOFA)
A. Assumptions SOFA is proposed for large and power constrained DTNs. SOFA uses the hash-codes of the nodes to compute their pairwise similarities. The input of the proposed LSH algorithms is a vector of features per node, which can be any vector of social h m ← the hash-code of the destination of m
7:
τ ← the forwarding threshold of m
8:
if τ is not defined 9: τ ← s(h c , h m ) // s is a similarity function 10: if τ < s(h e , h m )
11:
τ ← s(h e , h m ) 12: send a copy of m to e features, or any vectorized pair-wise similarities. For ease of illustration and simulation, in this paper, we use the vector of encounter frequencies.
Specifically, we assume that node IDs can be mapped to consecutive indexes starting from 1, so that we can maintain a vector per node of its contact frequencies with other nodes, ordered by node indexes. In practice, such a mapping can be implemented by hashing node IDs to integer indexes, with conflicts solved arbitrarily.
Secondly, since SOFA needs the LSH hash-codes of a forwarding node and a destination to derive their similarity, we assume that each message is stamped with the hashcode and the ID of its destination. Similar assumptions about the hierarchical addresses, the locations, and the community labels are widely made in hierarchical routing, location-based routing, and community-based routing, respectively.
For a routing problem, we always assume that the source knows some information, such as node ID, about the destination a priori. In the case that the hash-codes are not known a priori or are constantly updated, we propose a destination hash-code service in Section IV-A that allows the source to look up the hash-codes of the destinations. This approach is similar to the location service in location-based routing.
B. Problem statement
Our main task is to calculate an LSH hash-code for every node, such that the pair-wise similarity between each pair of nodes can be computed from their hash-codes.
Let Y be an n×m matrix, where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of features. The i-th row of Y , denoted by Y i , is the vector of features of the i-th node in the network. One can measure the similarity between two feature vectors, Y i and Y j , using their inner product,
is the u-th element in vector Y i . Geometrically, the inner product of two vectors is the product of the magnitudes of the two vectors and the cosine of the angle between them. The similarity Y i , Y j is similar in spirit to the social similarity in [11] , which is calculated using a binary vectors, and the one in [12] , where two nodes are similar if they belong to same k-clique communities.
Our objective is to compute n hash-codes x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , such that, for any tuple of indexes i, j, and k,
for some similarity function s with high probability. In this paper, we will solve the above problem in the three different scenarios, respectively: 1) There is a manager, e.g., one of the nodes, that knows the entire matrix Y . The manager computes all x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , and broadcasts them to every node.
2) No centralized mechanism exists. Each node computes x i independently with its local information Y i .
3) There is a manager that knows some, but not all, rows of the matrix Y , and is able to broadcast a small amount of information in the network. Each node i then computes x i with this broadcast information and its local information Y i .
We will provide the solutions in these three scenarios in Sections III-E, III-F, and III-G, respectively.
C. Forwarding algorithm
Let us first explain the framework of the SOFA algorithm, provided that every node has obtained its hash-code for the time being. SOFA is based on delegation forwarding [18] , which was briefly introduced in Section II-A. SOFA is listed in Algorithm 1, and is explained in the following. Algorithm 1 will be executed on every node c, whenever it encounters another node e. The hash-code h e of e can be either piggybacked to the hello messages of e, retrieved from the local repository of c, or requested from e using a control message. Note that, except for the last case, the only control message required by SOFA is the inevitable hello messages. After that, c looks over every message m, which it is carrying, for possible forwarding to e.
A forwarding threshold τ is maintained for each message m. If the similarity s(h e , h m ) between h e and h m (h m is the hash-code of the destination of m), is larger than τ , then m will be forwarded to e while τ is increased to s(h e , h m ).
D. Ideal similarity
An ideal and trivial way to represent each node i is to use the full vector Y i . With this "lossless" representation, we can simply use Y i , Y k as the similarity function, and a benchmark to evaluate the other LSH-based similarities to be introduced. Note that this representation of nodes is impractical, since each encountering peer needs to send and receive a full vector of size O(n), instead of a short hash-code.
E. Centralized LSH with low-rank matrix decomposition
In the first scenario, there is a manager who knows the entire matrix Y and computes all x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n .
1) Simplified precise decomposition: We temporarily assume that the rank of Y is a small number k. That is, Y can be decomposed as the multiplication of two other matrixes:
where X is an n × k matrix, Θ is a k × m matrix. This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
n is the number of nodes, m is the number of features representing each node, and k is the number of bases in Θ, which generates k small integers that are combined to form the LSH hash-codes.
T is the transpose of Θ.
Theorem 1 below shows that if we use X i as the hash-code of node i, the objective described in Section III-B is satisfied. The orthonormality of the rows of Θ is defined as: (1) each row Θ i is normalized, i.e., Θ i , Θ i = 1, and (2) each pair of rows are orthogonal, i.e., Θ i , Θ j = 0 if i = j. In other words, ΘΘ T = I, where I is the identity matrix.
If the rows of Θ are not orthonormal vectors, we can construct a new matrix Θ from Θ such that the rows of Θ are orthonormal. There are algorithms that make orthonormal bases, such as the QR algorithm and the Gram-Schmidt Algorithm. Since each row in Θ is a linear combination of the rows in Θ , for each
2) Low-rank and compact hash-code approximation: We used X i as the hash-code for node i. However, X i contains k real numbers, which is not a compact hash-code. To solve this problem, we make two changes to Equation 1. a) Instead of using a vector X i of k real numbers to represent node i, we replace X i by α (i) Z i , where α (i) is a single real number and Z i is a vector of k small integers. In this paper, Z b) Y may not be low-rank in reality. Now, we define the number of bases k, as illustrated in Figure 2 , as a parameter in our algorithm, which is not the large rank of Y anymore. For a k much smaller than the rank of Y , we choose an n×1 column vector α, an n × k matrix X and a k × m matrix Θ such that α : XΘ approximates Y , where operator : is the element-wise multiplication operator. The i-th rows in the result of α : X is
To measure the difference between Y and α : XΘ, we define
where, the Frobenius norm || · ||
To minimize diff, we have the following optimization problem, which solves for the α and X we need, with Θ being a byproduct.
This problem is a mixed integer and linear programming (MILP), which can be solved by the branch and cut algorithm and other greedy heuristics. We simply solve this problem by first solving its LP relaxation with a bounded X and then applying a greedy local search.
Finally, the manager node uses α (i)
F. Localized LSH with random bases
In the second scenario, no centralized mechanism exists, and each node computes its hash-code independently with its local information Y i .
Note that the optimization problem shown in Equation 3
chooses
can be approximated with a minimum difference defined in Equation 2. Therefore, the rows in Θ is a set of principal components of the rows in Y , which means that any Y i can be approximated by a linear combination of the rows in Θ.
However, such principal component bases Θ cannot be computed without a global knowledge of Y . In this second scenario, we use randomly generated bases Θ instead. Similarly, we make the rows in Θ orthonormal, in order that our objective in Section III-B is guaranteed with high probability.
With these random bases in Θ being predetermined, the hash-code α (i) Z i for each node i can be computed with its local information Y i by
Note that, if we force that Z (j) i ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, this method is similar to the random projection method, which we discussed in Section II-C. Figure 3 compares the two hash-code methods in Sections III-E and III-F, respectively, in terms of diff s. The diff between Y and the reconstruction ofȲ = α : XΘ is defined in Equation 2. We generate a matrix Y from each of the six contact traces that we will use in our simulation, where Y i is the vector of contact frequencies for node i. The results show that, in terms of diff, the centralized hashcodes using learned bases are much better than those computed using random bases. Fortunately, similar to the observations in 2014 random projection, as the number of bases increases, the diff s decrease significantly in all traces.
The approximation error may invalidate the nice property
hard to analyze theoretically because it depends on the distribution of the contact frequencies and the correlation among the node mobility. Simulations will be performed in Section VI to compare the performance of the forwarding algorithms that use different hash-code.
G. Semi-localized LSH with learned bases
The third scenario is a more realistic one, which requires a manager to collect some, but not all, information about the nodes in the network, i.e., only some of the rows in the entire matrix Y are available for the manager. Also, the manager is allowed to broadcast some information in the network. The actual amount of information that the manager collects and broadcasts is a parameter in practical deployment.
The comparison in Figure 3 shows that using a learned bases can generate better hash-codes than using random bases. Our approach is to let the manager calculate a set of bases that captures the principal components of the partially collected feature vectors in Y . There are two steps in this approach.
1) The manager uses the collected feature vectors as rows to forms a shorter matrix Y . Secondly, it uses the optimization function in Equation 3 to solve for a set of bases Θ. Then, it broadcasts Θ.
2) Each node uses the Θ learned by the manager, its local feature vector Y i , and the optimization function in Equation 4
to solve for its α (i) and Z i .
In the case that the number of learned bases allowed to broadcast due to bandwidth limitations is not large enough to generate hash-codes of desired quality, random bases can be added to the learned bases to form a larger set of bases.
It can be proven that the algorithms to generate hashcodes in this section belong to the LSH family using similar technique with which random projection method is proven.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
A. Destination hash-code service
Assume that a source node has the ID of a destination, the destination hash-code service to be presented can help to obtain the hash-code of the destination. The idea is similar to the location service used in location-based routing.
In fact, SOFA does not forward messages towards IDs, but towards hash-codes. With this fact, the service uses a globally known hash function H that hashes node IDs to node hashcodes. Note that H is a regular hash function instead of an LSH function, which means that similar IDs will be hashed to very different hash-codes. The service is a distributed and cooperative algorithm, which consists of two parts:
Registration: After computing its hash-code h i , each node i, sends the pair {i, h i } to the node whose LSH hash-code is the most similar to H(i) (Assume that there is a similarity function to compare the two types of hash-code). Note that there might not exist a node whose hash-code is exactly H(i). After receiving a pair {i, h i }, each node j stores the pair, until it finds another node k such that h k is more similar to H(i) than h j , and sends the pair to node k .
Query: A node j that needs to know h i will send the query {i} together with j's hash-code h j to the node whose hashcode is the most similar to H(i). Any node that has the pair {i, h i } will send it to j via h j .
B. Asymmetric similarities
We have assumed that each node i can be represented by a vector of features Y i , and the similarity s i,j between nodes i and j is Y i , Y j . Under this definition, similarities are symmetric: s i,j = s j,i . However, this is not always true: for instance, contacts are directional by definition and they seldom occur pair-wisely in real traces. 
C. Feature enhancing
For specific type of features, we may perform practical enhancement such that they result in more accurate similarities. Specifically, we enhance the each vector of contact frequencies by setting Y
. This is a reasonable enhancement because Y r(i) i , i.e., the sending frequency of i to itself, is 2014 Eleventh Annual IEEE International Conference on Sensing, Communication, and Networking (SECON) originally unmeasurable, and the fact that node i can always send messages to itself more frequently than the sum of all other nodes. Y r i is enhanced likewise.
D. Message vectors
In a typical opportunistic forwarding algorithm, each encountering peer i sends and receives the following control messages: (1) a message summary vector containing the IDs of the messages in i's buffer, which prevents the other peers from sending the messages that i has; (2) a query and a reply for the peer's similarity with the destination of each message in i's buffer; and (3) other optional messages, such as the disseminated acknowledgments for the successfully delivered messages [4] . We focus on removing the summary vector in this subsection.
Summary vector is used in almost all DTN opportunistic forwarding algorithms. However, summary vectors may produce an extraordinarily high volume of control overhead, which will be shown in Section VI. In SOFA, we optionally remove the use of summary vector. The disadvantage of removing summary vectors is that message copies will be forwarded redundantly. Fortunately, SOFA is based on delegation forwarding, which requires that each message must be forwarded to nodes with increasing similarities to the destination. This prevents most redundant forwarding and loops. An analysis of the data overhead after the removal of summary vector will be presented in the following.
V. ANALYSIS
A. Data forwarding overhead
We will derive an upper bound for the expected number of forwardings per message in Algorithm 1 with and without the use of summary vector, respectively. The derivation is similar in spirit to [18] . We imagine that there are two stages in the forwarding of each message. In the first stage, copies of the message are forwarded only to the k nodes that do not have the message. In the second stage, copies of the message are forwarded redundantly among these k nodes. Note that (1) each forwarding of a copy will increase its threshold, and both stages 1 and 2 will eventually stop after the thresholds in all copies reach the maximum similarity value, and (2) stage 2 overlaps stage 1 in reality, which may decrease k. As a result, our analytical two stages will have a larger number of forwardings than the overlapping stages in reality.
In stage 1, we assume that the forwardings happen in s steps (sub-stages). In each step i (1 ≤ i ≤ s), there is a corresponding forwarding set C i . Initially, C 1 only contains the source. In each step i, each node in C i is expected to forward a copy to a new node, and E[|C i+1 |] = 2E[|C i |] due to the assumption that no redundant forwarding exists in stage 1. Let τ i be the expectation of the similarity threshold on the message copies in C i , and let expectation g i = 1 − τ i be the gap between τ i and the maximum similarity. Assuming that the similarities are uniformly distributed between [0,1], then g i+1 = gi 2 and g 0 = 1 2 , which follows g i = 1 2 i . Note that, in [18] , it is argued that the number of forwardings is determined by number of distingue similarities, rather than by the distribution of the similarities. Let N be the set of nodes, and n = |N |. Define C i ⊆ (N − C i ) as the set of nodes with similarities higher than g i , then E[|C i |] = g i n = n 2 i and the new forwarding nodes created by step i must in C i , i.e., (C i+1 − C i ) ⊆ C i . This follows that stage 1 is expected to stop when
we have s ≤ log 2 n 2 , and the number of forwardings in stage 1 is:
In stage 2, we assume that the forwardings happen in s steps (sub-stages) among the k = √ n nodes. In each step i (1 ≤ i ≤ s ), except the node with the maximum similarity, all nodes forward and obtain higher similarity thresholds for the message. Again, let τ i be the expectation of the similarity thresholds of the message copies in step i, and let expectation g i = 1−τ i be the gap between τ i and the maximum similarity. Similar to stage 1, we have g i+1 = gi 2 , and g 1 = 1 2 , and therefore g s = 1 2 s . Since kg s = 1 (stage 2 stops when all similarities are equal), we have s = log 2 k, and the number of forwardings k in the two stages is, in total:
The analysis above assumes that all nodes have different similarities with the destination, and all of the n nodes can encounter each other, thus giving an upper bound on the expected number of forwardings.
To summarize, the average number of forwardings per message in SOFA is bounded by √ n when summary vectors are used, and it is bounded by √ n log 2 √ n without using summary vectors.
B. Computation overhead
All the centralized, localized, and semi-localized calculations of hash-code, as presented in Sections III-E to III-G, can be conducted offline. SOFA only need to compute the similarity between the nodes using their hash-codes, which is simple to calculate the inner-product of each pair of hashcodes.
VI. SIMULATION
A. Simulation trace and method
We conduct trace-driven simulations on six real contact traces. They include the UMassDieselNet trace [4] , which consists of 55 days of the bus-to-bus contacts (holidays are removed due to reduced schedules), and the Cambridge Haggle trace set [22] , which includes a total of five traces of Bluetooth device contacts by people carrying mobile devices (iMotes). Bluetooth contacts are classified into internal contacts between internal iMotes, and external contacts between internal iMotes and the external bluetooth devices overheard. Since there is no record of contacts between external nodes, we only use internal nodes as source nodes and forwarding nodes, but allow all nodes to be destinations. Information about the traces are summarized in Table I .
In each simulation, we generate 5,000 messages. Each message is assigned a random internal node as the source, and another random destination among all nodes. All messages are created on their sources at time 0. Results are measured at 10 time-to-live points of 10%, 20%, · · · , 100% of the total trace time, respectively. Although infinite buffer size and bandwidth might cause inaccuracies [23] , our simulations are conducted with unrestricted buffer sizes per node, and unlimited number of messages sent per contact, since otherwise some buffer manager policy and queuing policy would need to step in, which could make the results more difficult to analyze. The forwarding algorithms to be compared are: SprayWait [6] . It blindly forwards a number of L copies per message. In our simulations we set L = 10. Delegation [18] . As introduced in Section II, it uses contact frequency as its forwarding quality metric. Social. It measures social centrality of each node in terms of its total contact frequency, and uses the delegation forwarding framework. Similarity. It uses the ideal bench-mark similarity in Section III-D. SOFA. As presented in Section III-E, it uses the hash-codes generated with at most 64 learned bases. Sometime we use less than 64 bases because the number of orthonormal bases cannot exceed the number of features. SOFA(rand). As presented in Section III-F, it uses the hash-codes generated with at most 64 random bases.
We leave the implementation of the algorithm using semilocalized hash-code, presented in Section III-G, to our future work. Its performance should stands somewhere between those of SOFA and SOFA(rand). For simplicity, we assume that the source of each message knows the hash-code of the corresponding destination, without needing a destination hashcode service.
B. Results and analysis
We first conduct simulations without using summary vectors. Figure 4 shows the simulation results at the end of each of the six simulations. To show the simulation results at different times during simulation, we show the simulation results on the UMassDieselNet trace, with different message time-to-live values, in Figure 5 .
1) Overhead of control messages:
It is the sum of the size of the two types of control messages: routing information and summary vectors. In this subsection, summary vectors are not used. Routing information is different for different forwarding algorithms. SprayWait does not use any routing information. Assuming each ID or contact frequency is represented by 4 bytes, each node in Delegation requires to send and receive 8d bytes of routing information, where d is the number of different destinations for all the messages in the node. Social sends a single total contact frequency of 4 bytes per contact. We assume that the ideal Similarity does not need to send any routing information, which otherwise will be in large volume. Finally, SOFA and SOFA(rand) use a fixed hash-code of 20 bytes per node, 4 bytes for α and 2 bits for each of the 64 Z i s. As shown in Figure 4(a) , the control overhead of SOFA and SOFA(rand) are much smaller than Delegation.
2) Delivery rate: Delivery rate measures the percentage of messages that research their destinations before a given timeto-live. As shown in Figure 4 (b), in traces Imote (Infocom) and UMassDieselNet, the delivery rates of SOFA and SOFA(rand) are very close to Delegation, the best one. In the two largest traces Imote (Infocom 2006) and Imote (Content), the delivery rates of SOFA and SOFA(rand) are slightly worse than Delegation, while significantly better than the others. This is because of the relatively large diff s in these traces, as shown in Figure 3 . Considering the fact that the control overheads of SOFA and SOFA(rand) are just a tiny fraction of Delegation, SOFA and SOFA(rand) provide very good trade-offs between control overhead and delivery rate. As expected, SOFA always delivers more messages than SOFA(rand) because the latter uses random bases that result in larger diff s.
While having high delivery rate in four of the traces, SOFA and SOFA(rand) have comparatively low delivery rates in two smaller traces: Imote (Intel) and Imote (Cambridge). In these traces, especially the Imote (Intel) trace, we can observe that all algorithms using social features perform very poorly, which suggests that the assumption of correlated interaction, which is critical for social features based forwarding algorithms, does not hold in these traces.
3) Total message overhead: This is the estimated size of data and control messages generated per message in total, assuming that the size of each data message is 256 bytes. Again, we ignore the control overhead of Similarity since it is an ideal algorithm. As shown in Figure 4 (c), the total overhead of the SOFA or SOFA(rand) amounts to no more 50% of that of Delegation in most of the traces.
When compare Figure 4 (a) with Figure 4 (c), we can find that the control overhead accounts for most of the total overhead, especially for forwarding algorithms that use pairwise routing information, such as Delegation. We can also see that the forwarding algorithms using social similarities, including Social, Similarity, SOFA, and SOFA(rand), produce more data overhead than Delegation. This is bcause Delegation uses pair-wise contact-frequency, which is often the most accurate forwarding metric for message forwarding.
Comparing Figure 4 (b) with Figure 4 (c), we find that, in several traces, SprayWait has a higher forwarding rate and a lower total overhead than Social, which is because social similarity can sometimes be misleading. For instance, a group of people with frequent intra-group contact may be mistakenly identified as nodes of high social centrality.
4) Delay:
The delay of a message is the time when the first copy of the message reaches the destination. Delays are only measured among delivered messages, since messages that are not delivered do not have this property. The delay for all of the compared algorithms on all traces are similar.
5) Results with various time-to-lives:
The performances of the forwarding algorithms are compared in Figure 5 , assuming different time-to-lives are used. As shown in Figure 5 (b), the delivery rates of all forwarding algorithms increase as timeto-live increases. As shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(c), both the control overhead and the total overhead increase as timeto-live increases. This is because the forwarding algorithms keep encountering nodes and sending control messages, which makes the control overhead per message increase over time. Comparing Figures 5(b) and 5(c), one can see that, even when the forwarding algorithms hardly forward data message any more, the total amount of overheads keep increasing due to the continuously generated control overhead. This suggests another way to reduce control overhead in practice. Finally, all delays increase as time-to-live increases because the messages delivered later have larger delays.
6) Using summary vectors:
The results in Figure 6 show that using summary does not result in significant improvements in the delivery rates, but it results in prohibitive control overheads for all algorithms. The increase is especially prominent in the traces that contain large amount of contacts, such as Imote (Infocom 2006), and in algorithms that forwards large number of copies per message in the trace, e.g. Social. We conclude that direct use of summary vectors should be avoided.
C. Summary of simulation
Simulation results show that the proposed SOFA algorithms have smaller control overhead and comparable delivery rate. In most of the traces, especially the traces with large number of nodes and contacts, SOFA provides an interesting trade-off between delivery rate and total message overhead. We conclude that the forwarding performance of SOFA is competitive. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
While existing work focuses on DTN opportunistic forwarding algorithms that increase the delivery rate or decrease data overhead, little attention has been drawn to the control overhead. We proposed using LSH to represent each node as a hash-code, and use these hash-codes to compute the pair-wise similarity that guides forwarding decisions. We introduced three hash-code generation algorithms for three application scenarios. Extensive simulations are performed to evaluate the SOFA algorithms. Future work includes fine-tuning the parameters in the LSH algorithms, such as hash-code length, and applying SOFA on traces where nodes have other types of features, such hotspot contact frequencies.
